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NEW GeoVerify App Now Available for iOS and Android! 
  
 

 
  
We've just released our NEW GeoVerify app for iOS and Android! GeoVerify is a mobile app that lets shoppers prove their time and 
location when doing a shop, using GPS technology. By using GeoVerify, shoppers will earn GeoVerify points that will allow you to 
identify which shoppers can be trusted and deserve first consideration for shop assignments! 
  
GeoVerify was previously part of our JobSlinger Mystery Shop Mate app (for iOS and Android); however, that app has become 
incompatible with newer phones and newer versions of iOS and Android. As a result, we will be publicly ending support for the 
Mystery Shop Mate app and encouraging shoppers to use this new GeoVerify app instead. 
  
It's available in BOTH the iPhone and Android Markets (and it's FREE)!  
  
Download it here:  
  
  

  (iPhone) 
  

(Android) 
  
  

Now with Increased Range!  
  
When your phone's GPS tries to determine your position, it also secretly estimates its accuracy. In most cases, its accuracy is very 
good (within a few yards); however, sometimes it can be off by several kilometers due to environmental conditions (e.g. being deep 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/geoverify/id610509682?ls=1&mt=8�
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.surfmerchants.geoverify�
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inside a building, not being near cell towers, etc.). 
 
The previous version of GeoVerify was unaccomodating of results that were not super-accurate. The shopper could literally be 
standing IN the store and GeoVerify could get a reasonable fix on their location but it would reject it because the accuracy was a 
little loose.  
  
This resulted in MANY cases where the shopper was unable to get a GeoVerify code. This was very frustrating for the shopper and 
not helpful to your reviewer, who loses out on the benefit of having Geoverify data.  
  
So we've developed this new version of GeoVerify to accomodate wider accuracy ranges so GeoVerify can be used more often. 
 
In addition, in the future, we'll also DISPLAY the accuracy results to your reviewers so they can make an informed decision on 
whether or not to accept the GeoVerification.  It will work something like this: 
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We haven't finished the accuracy range display at this point so your reviewers won't be able to see the range indicator yet (we 
wanted to get the GeoVerify apps out there ASAP).  
 
For now, simply inform your reviewers that they may see some GeoVerifications that are a little farther than they've seen in the 
past.  If one looks suspiciously far away, send us the shop ID in the tracker and we'll look up the accuracy range and let you know if 
it's possible that the shopper was actually at the proper location. 

 


